INTRODUCTION, STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS. LITERATURE
Throughout this paper n is an open bounded domain in R", typically n > 1, with sufficiently smooth boundary SSZ = r, see Remark 1.2. In a we consider the following non homogeneous problem for the Euler-Bernoulli equation in the solution n(t, with control functions g,, g,. The regularity question for problem ( 1.1) was recently studied in [L-T.81, whose major results (relevant to the present paper) will be recalled below as Theorem 1.0. The aim of this article is to study the exact controllability question for (1.1). Qualitatively this means: given n, we ask whether there exists some To > 0, such that if T> To, the following steering property of (1.1) holds true: for all initial data M", ujl in some preassigned space 2 = Z, x Z, based on 52, there exist suitable control functions g, and g, on some preassigned space Vz = Vi, x V,, based on TX (0, T], whose corresponding solution of ( 1.1) satisfies w( T, .) = 0, M',( T, .) = 0. We then say that the dynamics (1.1) is exactly controllable on the space Z over the interval [0, T] by means of control functions in VI. We shall consider a few natural choices of pairs [Z, V,] of spaces. In fact, these will be selected according to the regularit? results established in [L-T.81 . In order to report these results, we need to introduce some preliminary background. Throughout the paper we let A : L2 ( (i) C onsider problem ( 1.1) subject to'
(1.11)'
Then the map { WO, w', g,, g2) + {W(T), W,(T)}EH~'(52)x V'
(1.12) is continuous. Moreover, the map {d, Iv', g,, g2) -+ {u'(t), w,(t)> (1.13a)
T; L'(F))]' is the space dual to H'(0, T; L*(f)) with respect to the H'(0, T; L2(F))-
LASIECKA AND TRIGCIANI is likewise continuous into
u)here L' in (1.13b) cannot be replaced by, C
(ii) Consider problem ( 1.1) subjecr to
Then the map
is continuous. Moreover, the map
is continuous into (1.13b) (1.14)
(1.15)
where H"*(Q) cannot be replaced by HA(Q).
We can now state our main exact controllability results. They do not require geometrical conditions on a.
). For any T> 0, given any pair of initial data
(1.18)
there exist boundary controls
such that the corresponding solution to problem (1.1) satisfies w(T)=wt(T)=O as wefl as (1.13).
(1.19) The proof of Theorem 1.1 shows that exact controllability as stated there is equioalent to the following inequality: there is C;>O such that for all {q3", q5'} E D(A3j4) x D(A '14) we have j,(~)2+(~)2+(~)2d~bC ;,,{mo,m'}l16,,34,,.,,i~4, (1.25) see the (backward in time) problem (2.18) in Lemma 2. (ii) When part (i) holds, we deduce by interpolation [ L-M.1, p. 29, 64-663 , that problem (1 .l ) with controls Remark 1.2 (On the smoothness of r). The proofs given below require the existence of a dense set of initial data for which the solutions of the correspondding homogeneous problem (1.24) possess the regularity required to carry out the actual computations in the multiplier methods of Sections 2-3. This condition is satisfied if r is sufficiently smooth. Literature. This paper is part of the present effort on exact controllability problems for "plate equations," which has followed the recent progress and understanding on questions of maximal regularity Throughout this section we set for convenience
where for .r= [y,, y2] , z= [zl,z2 ] in Z, the inner product in Z is defined by
(2.0b)
Moreover from (2.0~)
Step 0. In line with the authors' approach to time invariant problems for second order and fourth order differential operators in the space variables [L-T.l-L-T.81, we recall that the solution at time T to problem (1.1) with M" = W" =0 may be written explicitly as (see [L-T.8)):
Here, -A is the (negative self-adjoint) operator defined in (1.2) which generates a S.C. cosine operator C(t) on L'(Q), with S(t) = St, C(r) dq t E R. Moreover, G, and G, are Green maps defined as follows: Let now Gy be the adjoint of Gi in the sense
(2.8)
The following Lemma can be established by use of Green's second theorem for its parts (ii), (iii). (2.12)
(2.13)
Step 1 Step 2. An equivalent partial differential equation characterization of inequality (2.15) is given by the following Lemma.
we have:
where 4(t) = d(t, do, 4') is the solution of the following homogeneous problem, backward in time 19) where b(t) solves (2.18a)-(2.18e); moreover (iii) For any 0~ T< co, inequality (2.15) is equivalent to: there is C; > 0 such that for all {do, I$'> E D(A3j4) x D(A'j4). Moreover, the map T + C; is monotone increasing.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. (i) We let g, E L'(C) and -? E Z and proceed as in CT.2; L-T.7, L-T.31 by use of (2.2), (2.0b)
Hence, by (2.16a) and (2.22) and using that C( . ) is even and S( . ) is odd:
where q5( t) = q5( t, q+', 4') solves problem (2.18a-e) and part (i) is proved
(ii) Similarly, by virtue of (2.3) we compute with g,
[counterpart of (2.22), and by (2.16a), (2.0d)] II{z,= -A"2~',~-Z=A3'*~o}~=II{-A1'4~',A3'4~o}~~~a,n,,L2,n, = /l~~O~~l~l/~,,~~)xD,A~~). (2.28) To prove tht the map T + C$ is monotone increasing, we first note (from (2.15), (2.16b), (2.17) (2.20), (2.28)) that we may take c;= IILF-'II in the uniform norm from FED(A~'~)xD(A"~) into U (see (2.0a)). Now, as y runs over all of F, the functions u(t) = (LF ~ 'y)(t) 0 < t d T, once extended by zero over T < t < T, are competitors in the computation of Cl,, = IIL~,-'II. Thus it follows easily that T-c T, implies C'+ CT,. The proof of Lemma 2.1 is complete. 1
Step 3. It remains to show if, or when, inequality (2.21) holds true. The following Proposition is the key technical issue of the exact controllability problem of the present section for the dynamics (1.1). Step (ii). We specialize to the radial vector field h(x) = x -x0, x0 E R", so that by (2.30) Step (iii) (Conservation of "energy"). Multiplying
Eq. (2.18a) by A#, and integrating by parts via Green's theorems we find IV4,l'+ lV(dqh)12dsZ =ir%$@Aq4,dr=0 (2.37a)
using the boundary condition (2.31b); hence E(t) =s IW,(t)l'+ IVhWN2 dQ R for all t E R.
Step (iv). Step(v).
= s IVqS'12+ IV(Aqbo
Using (2.38) and (2.37b) in (2.38) we obtain for the right hand side of (2.29): RHS of (2.29) > j"' E(t) We then consider the solution to problem (2.18a, c, d, e), (2.28) with initial data found in (2.49) since IIC(t)ll, IIA "2S(t)ll < const, for all t E R in the uniform norm of L'(Q). But then (2.68)-(2.69) imply lim, NT,(dL, 0;) = 0, and this contradicts lim, Nr,,,(di, 0:) E 1 which follows from (2.62). Lemma 2.4 is fully proved. 1
~(t)=C(t)~"+S(t)~'EC([O, T],D(A3'4)) (2.50a) (F(t) = -'4S(t)(b0 + C(t)4 E C( [O, T]; D(P4)
Step (vii). We use Lemma 2.4 in (2.43) and obtain COROLLARY 2.5. For any T> 0 and E sufficiently small we have the inequality
with (see 2.37b)): E(O)= jD [Vq5'12 + IV(zt#")12 dQ equivalent to II {do, ~'}llf,~A~,~~XD,A~r~, (2.70b) by (1.7) (1.8). Then, inequality (2.70a) a fortiori implies inequality (2.21)for T > 0 arbitrarily small. The proof of Proposition 2.2 is now complete.
Remark 2.1. At no extra effort over the proof of Lemma 2.4, we may strengthen its statement to read: inequality (2.43) implies that for any T> 0 there is C,>O such that all {b", 4') ED(A~'~) x D(A'j4) we have (2.71) Thus, a fortiori (2.71) implies that the characterization (2.21) in Lemma 2.l(iii) for exact controllability in the present section is equitdent to inequality (2.28) in Proposition 2.2.
We parallel and complement the proof of Theorem 1.1, by working this time on different spaces. where we have used that the HA(O, T)-norm is equivalent to the "gradient norm."
Step 2. An equivalent partial differential equation characterization of inequality (3.4b) is given by the following lemma. we have: By imposing that (L1#,z)(t) vanishes at t = 0 and t = T, so that L,#,ZE HA(O, T; L'(T)), we readily identify the operators K, and K, as in (3Sa-b), and (3.15) then becomes (3Sa). For the purposes of (3.4b) we now re-write (3.14) as
where in the last step we have used (2.11) and (3.8a).
(ii) With g, E L'(C) we compute from (2.3) as before
(3.17) 18) where in the last step we have used (2.13) and (3.8b), (3.7~). Part (ii) is proved. As to Part (iii), we first note that by (3.7e) AI~4, . (3.19) Moreover, from (3.5b) and (3.7e)
Then, (3.4b) becomes (3.10a-b) as desired, by use of (3.6), (3.20), (3.9), and (3.19) . The proof that T + C> is monotone increasing is conceptually the same as the one given for inequality (2.21), just below (2.28). The proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete. 1
Step 3. We "absorb" the lower order term K,,, the boundary vector given by (3.10b), in the lefthand side of inequality (3.10a), through an argument of the same type as the one in Lemma 2.4. 
Proof
We assume inequality (3.10a) and we wish to show that, in fact, there exists a constant C,>O such that as 'I--+ xl (3.24) By assumption, all the {d,(t)> satisfy inequality (3.10a) and so by (3.23) there is a subsequence {don, S,,} converging to some {&, 4, } weakly in g(A3'4) x g(A 1'4) and hence, by compactness of A ', strongly in WA 3'4-6)~9(A'!4pd) for 6~0. As a consequence, we return to (3.10b) and see that converges strongly in L*(r) to Again, we shall first obtain an identity, (B.3) below, for 4 which solves only (2.18a) and for arbitrary smooth vector field h E C'(0). Next we shall specialize this identity (B.3) to the case where 4 satisfies in addition also the boundary conditions (2.18c-d) and, moreover, the vector field is radial.
We multiply Eq. (2.18a) by d4 div h and integrate over Q by parts in t and by Green's first theorem: 
